
The African photo
Safari continues

by Dave Gibson

Following tea and biscuits

brought by my housekeeper, I am

ready for my second day in the

Masai Mara after a sporadic

night’s slumber. The skies are clear

and air fresh as we wind through

the forest past a checkpoint. Much

to the wallowing warthogs’ cha-

grin, a privately hired work crew

of three fills muddy ruts with rocks

from a wagon. They will each earn

around two U.S. dollars apiece on

this day plus room and board. In

fact even my driver/guide only

makes 10,000 shillings or $120 per

month and is dependent on tips. He

supports his family and extended

family of nine in a country with

80% unemployment. In every case

among the staff of 100 or so, the

story is similar - Kenyans take care

of their own.

Passing a black-bellied bustard

broadcasting its call to the sky, we

approach a bone-strewn spotted

hyena den with ten pups. Two of

the six females lie nearby while

communally raising the young.

The babies frolic about play fight-

ing and sniffing the air. One and

then another near the vehicle as

they always do, supposedly

because they like my guide

Benedict - so he says. Out the side

of the 4x4 I could pet them if it

was allowed, ethical, or one dared!

The boldest crawls under the Land

Rover and must be determined

clear before we move on. 

A Swahili radio message has my

guide excited and racing toward

our next destination. A baby black

rhinoceros has been spotted for the

first time – now there are nine

total! Two weeks old, like the ele-

phant calf, it stays in close contact

with its mother for protection from

the predators that will most likely

try to make a meal of it in coming

weeks. Down the road three full-

bellied lions sleep off last night’s

dinner in the shade. Two females

and a full mane male lounge con-

tentedly alternately raising their

heads, sitting up, yawning, and

lying back down. A lioness strolls

past the others and rubs the top of

her head against the head of the

second lion. Flies bedevil the

felines and the male swats his face

to temporarily alleviate the slow

torture. They will remain at this

location until they hunt again this

evening.

It seems that every time you think

that things can’t get any better in

the Mara, they do. In the distance,

two cheetahs comb the rolling

plains for their next nosh. The

closer of the cheetahs stands atop a

termite mound scouting the sur-

roundings while his brother press-

es forward. He lies down on the

mound for pictures when a call

comes in reporting a cheetah hav-

ing just made a kill. It is one of the

cheetahs’ favorite food types -

Thompson’s gazelle, or as my

guide calls them, cheetah snacks.

Being next to the airstrip and by

the time we arrive, an incoming

plane has scared the cheetah away

from the kill and now he rests

nearby. His mouth bloodstained,

he only had time to eat one

hindquarter. Since being disturbed,

he will not return to that kill.

A low slung electric fence sur-

rounds Kichwa Tembo which acts

only as a deterrent to wild animals.

During the dry season many enter

the lush compound in search of

food. Elephants consider the

swimming pool an ideal waterhole.

The habituated warthogs that have

lived their entire lives inside camp

will be easy pickings for the

intruding lions and leopards then.

At the same time each afternoon,

banded mongoose amble through

the grounds, keeping the snakes in

check. I’m told that earlier in the

day two warthogs squared off in a

dispute over turf and sows, and

this resulted in a disembowelment

by the victor’s razor-sharp tusks. I

try to flick a gnat off my pineapple

with a knife, only to find a warthog

boar at my elbow begging like a

dog. Luckily the resident warthogs

show no aggression toward people.

I have a feeling that if they were so

inclined, after a mortally injured

tourist or two, the warthogs would

be promptly dressed for the bar-

beque. Run, fight or be beaten, eat

or be eaten - these are the rules in

the African bush for animals and

humans alike.
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